at the time of its completion in 1981, the Sherman Fairchild Biochemistry Building was groundbreaking as one of the first buildings for biochemistry in the world, but in 2009 it was in desperate need of renovation. In the spirit of the original building’s innovation, the renovation meant to reestablish the building as home to the laboratory of the future for Harvard in terms of its design and sustainability. Located within the heart of Harvard’s Faculty of Arts and Science campus, the Sherman Fairchild building was an ideal location to incubate the new SCRB department, which had previously been scattered among multiple institutions and buildings throughout the Boston area.

The renovation needed to simultaneously develop a prototypical laboratory environment for the department, and also set the standard for environmental responsibility of the laboratories at Harvard. The design included multiple strategies at the building and user levels to achieve the greatest level of sustainable design possible.

Key departmental needs included:
- Increase of population density by 50%);
- Increase (doubled as compared to the existing building) in tissue culture laboratory space.

The new laboratory design is based on dividing the building into three zones: one open laboratory zone and two support zones. Corridors in both directions connect the laboratory into a cohesive community of spaces.
and support zone requirements where significant time is spent versus the more traditional bench area;
• Increase density of high energy demand equipment and core facilities;
• Focus on shared floor and departmental resources versus two to four person laboratory rooms;
• Variability of group size;
• Importance of collaborative spaces and serendipitous interaction;
• Identity of newly formed department; and
• Centralized cores and services.

The laboratory renovation focused on the increased population density while also changing the fundamental relationship between bench-based laboratory space and equipment-based laboratory space. Support spaces were traditionally located in the center of a building in a series of rooms without natural daylight and disconnected from the bench area. The renovation design radically altered this relationship by locating an entire zone of support spaces along the exterior wall, allowing as much daylight as possible to penetrate deep into the building, which changed the working environment for researchers.

To better understand how researchers used their space, the design team shadowed researchers as they worked in their space for several days. Based on these “shadow studies” of researchers conducted early in the design, it was observed that they had migrated most of their workday to those support spaces. An additional support zone was established in the center of the building, which alternated between open cross corridors that functioned as shared equipment zones, and also connected the entire width of the building and smaller support rooms, such as freezer space, which did not need natural daylight.

Typically, existing buildings are renovated for lighter laboratory or non-laboratory uses because a 1980s era building includes many challenges such as low floor-to-floor height (only 10 ft, 11 in. of usable space), inflexible structural systems, and envelopes that are either failing or do not meet today’s energy conservation goals. Because the Sherman Fairchild building uses a concrete waffle slab structure, it does not have many significant beams that would impede proposed mechanical solutions; however, the system is fairly inflexible and the size and quantity of any new holes in the floor slabs is limited. All of these challenges ultimately became the drivers for a highly sustainable renovation methodology that can be applied not only for the Sherman Fairchild building, but for many other existing buildings of this era and older.

**Mechanical**

The laboratory program for the building is one of the highest intensity uses found on university campuses. In addition, the SCR Research building required a much higher percentage of high load support spaces than most laboratories. The cooling of these spaces in conjunction with the challenges associated with the existing building’s concrete frame and low floor-to-floor height led the team to focus on minimizing the ventilation rate for the building. This would provide the biggest energy impact and collateral benefits including the size of the necessary ductwork.

Following discussions with Harvard's Environmental Health & Safety group, the design team set the ventilation rate at 1 cfm/ft² based on the minimum values set in the 2003 International Mechanical Code (also consistent with ASHRAE Standard 62.1-2007, Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality). Occupancy sensors further lowered the ventilation rate to 0.67 cfm/ft² during non-occupied periods. The existing building also had multiple distributed smaller shaft spaces, which created an opportunity for a vertical distribution system for the ductwork and also reduced horizontal ductwork sizing. These strategies were essential elements in achieving the programmatic and sustainability goals for the project.

In addition to the minimum ventilation rate, supplemental cooling was provided for spaces that have high internal heat gains. This was provided by a hydronically based system that primarily used active chilled beams in open lab spaces and interior labs. The chilled beams are coupled with VAV boxes and two position boxes that are ultimately tied to occupancy sensors to provide supply and exhaust fan savings, reduce ventilation conditioning loads and steam consumption.

Active chilled beams require less energy than a conventional forced air system and allow the air-handling system to provide ventilation air while the space cooling requirements are provided locally, resulting in maintaining a reduced ductwork size, supply and exhaust fan savings, ventilation conditioning savings, reheat load reduction and chilled/hot water pumping savings. In areas with higher loads, such as tissue culture rooms, sensible-only fan coil units are provided. Since water has the ability to hold more heat per unit volume than air, it is also more efficient to pump chilled and hot water through pipes to active beams, rather than conveying...
**Energy at a Glance**

- **Annual Energy Use Intensity (EUI) (Site)**: 260 kBtu/ft²
- **Electricity (Grid Purchase)**: 115 kBtu/ft²
- **Steam**: 86 kBtu/ft²
- **Chilled Water**: 59 kBtu/ft²
- **Annual Net Energy Use Intensity**: 260 kBtu/ft²
- **Annual Source (Primary) Energy**: 524 kBtu/ft²
- **Annual Energy Cost Index (ECI)**: $5.97/ft²
- **Annual Load Factor**: 56.5% Estimated from Actual 2012 Use and Demand Data Provided by Harvard
- **Carbon Footprint**: 44.86 lb CO₂e/ft² · yr
- **Heating Degree Days (Base 65°F)**: 5,596
- **Cooling Degree Days (Base 65°F)**: 750
- **Annual Hours Occupied**: 8,760

**Water at a Glance**

- **Annual Water Use**: 829,590 gallons

**Key Sustainable Features**

- **Water Conservation**: Recapture grey water (reverse osmosis reject water and air handling condensate) for toilet flushing, low flow fixtures.
- **Recycled Materials**: 20% of materials contain recycled content, 33% of materials were manufactured within 500 miles, 50% of new wood was FSC certified, 91% of materials were diverted from the landfill.
- **Daylighting**: Custom designed LED task lights at laboratory and write up desks, occupancy sensors to control overall lighting, daylight sensors at perimeter zones, 90% of occupied spaces have access to daylight and views.
- **Individual Controls**: LED task lights allow each researcher to control the lighting at each individual research station and write up desk.
- **Carbon Reduction Strategies**: Internal heat shift chiller, enthalpy wheel for sensible and latent heat recovery from exhaust air, occupancy sensors on fume hoods, heat recovery from zebra fish exhaust air, natural ventilation in non-lab spaces, lower air change rates during unoccupied hours.
- **Transportation Mitigation Strategies**: The project is near public transportation systems, bike storage and showers are available at the building.
- **Other Major Sustainable Features**: Active chilled beams and sensible only fan coil units, submetering by floor.

**Building Team**

- **Building Owner/Representative**: Harvard University
- **Architect**: Payette
- **General Contractor**: Turner Construction
- **Mechanical Engineer**: Vanderweil
- **Electrical Engineer**: Vanderweil
- **Energy Modeler**: Vanderweil
- **Structural Engineer**: Simpson Gumpertz & Heger
- **Lighting Design**: Available Light
- **LEED Consultant**: Harvard University
- **Commissioning Agent**: Sebesta Blomberg

**Building at a Glance**

- **Name**: Sherman Fairchild Laboratory
- **Location**: Cambridge, Mass.
- **Miles from nearest major city**: 3 Miles to Boston Common
- **Owner**: Harvard University
- **Principal Use**: Laboratories
- **Includes**: Scientific core facilities
- **Employees/Occupants**: 212
- **Expected (Design) Occupancy**: 212
- **Gross Square Footage**: 107,000
- **Year Built**: 1979
- **Total Renovation Cost**: $32,334,282
  - **Cost per Square Foot**: $302.19
- **Distinctions/Awards**: 2013 R&D Magazine Renovated Lab of the Year Special Mention, 2013 USGBC/MA Chapter, Special Recognition for Stellar Energy Performance in a Lab Building
- **Major Renovation**: 2011
- **Renovation Scope**: 100% of the interior space and targeted renovation of the exterior envelope.

**Building Envelope**

- **Roof**
  - **Type**: PVC Thermoplastic White
  - **Overall R-value**: 20 Minimum
  - **Reflectivity**: 0.83
- **Walls**
  - **Type**: Masonry
  - **Overall R-value**: 19.6
  - **Glazing Percentage**: N/A
- **Windows**
  - **Effective U-factor for Assembly**: 0.32
  - **Solar Heat Gain Coefficient (SHGC)**: 0.45
  - **Visual Transmittance**: 0.71
- **Location**
  - **Latitude**: 42°
conditioned air through ductwork using fans. Compared to an all-air system, the peak reduction is estimated to be 634,705 kWh annually and 7.5 MMBtu of steam annually, with a payback of 4.7 years.

The design team reviewed the ventilation rate with the users to ensure that we could meet the fume hood needs of the scientists. To maximize the quantity of fume hoods on a floor, designers selected high performance fume hoods so that the fume hood exhaust did not exceed the minimum ventilation rate. Also, we achieved further energy savings through the use of fume hood occupancy sensors that automatically shut the sash when unoccupied.

We incorporated a new manifoded system into the existing penthouse space while simultaneously building in N+1 redundancy. N+1 redundancy operates all five units in unison, but allows the use of a redundant unit to reduce pressure drop and lower fan energy use. Waste heat recovery is accomplished by capturing sensible and latent heat from laboratory general exhaust and transferring it to incoming supply air through the use of an enthalpy wheel. This system reduces the need to heat and cool the lab’s 100% outdoor air supply, and results in the use of less campus chilled water and steam. A refrigerant heat pipe recovers sensible heat from exhaust air from a zebrafish housing facility. A heat pipe in lieu of an enthalpy wheel is used within the zebrafish facility to ensure no cross contamination occurs. The enthalpy wheels are anticipated to provide a discounted payback of less than five years.

Further energy savings were realized through the use of a 50 ton internal heat shift chiller. The system uses internal heat produced by program equipment plus the heat of compression needed for cooling in lieu of fossil fuels or campus steam for reheat in low load spaces needed due to minimum laboratory ventilation rates. Because heat is rejected within the building and not to the outdoors, the system does not require the installation of a heat rejection device (i.e.,

Clockwise from above The gut renovation of Sherman Fairchild was achieved through extensive demolition. Over 90% of waste materials were diverted from a landfill.

Once the demolition was complete, the flexible open area of the existing floor plate was revealed. In addition, amazing views to the campus and courtyards were exposed.

The entire existing mechanical and electrical system was replaced. The constrained profile of the existing penthouse presented a significant challenge to incorporate the new mechanical systems.

The Sherman Fairchild Building is located in the heart of Harvard’s campus. The building represents the historical brick context and scale, but in a modern language. Punched openings are accentuated with sun shades.

The exterior façade remained, but was thermally improved using spray foam insulation and resealing all of the existing wood frame windows. This reduced heat loss and mitigated vapor transmission into the building.
cooling tower) or the associated water use. This system is expected to pay back within approximately six years.

The original building included operable windows in all areas of the building. However, due to the tight operating conditions required in the laboratory the existing operable windows were secured shut, but could be made operable again in the future if the program in the building changes. Operable windows were maintained in all non-lab areas and reduced HVAC demands.

The project also included submetering by floor. This allows for accurate assessment of energy demand and consumption patterns. Touchscreen monitors/building dashboard displays are located at the end of each of the floors in the building and will provide building performance information to the occupants. The intent of these green screens is to help foster occupant awareness of energy consumption and sustainable building practices.

**Lighting**

Due to the tight floor-to-floor height, ceilings were minimized throughout the design in favor of exposing the existing concrete waffle slab and painting it white. The constraints of the existing building also provided opportunities to rethink the overall lighting strategy. Bench lighting levels can be as much as three times higher than standard office lighting levels and have traditionally been applied to the entire laboratory versus just at the work surface. However, observations made during a shadow study conducted early on forced the team to revisit the typical approach to laboratory lighting. The strategy focused on the optimization of daylighting, the reduction of laboratory ambient lighting and the focus on task based illumination to achieve the required light levels. Including the task light, the lab had an LPD of 1.16, which is a 17% reduction from the baseline for a lab (1.4 W/ft²).

Using a task light at each bench meant the overall ambient lighting

---

**Table 1** PAYBACK TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sustainable Design Strategy</th>
<th>Annual Carbon Reduction (Metric Tons)</th>
<th>Annual Cost Savings (In 2009 Dollars)</th>
<th>First Cost Premium ($)</th>
<th>Discounted Payback (yrs)</th>
<th>Simple ROI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total of All HVAC ECMs</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>$227,011</td>
<td>$1,165,000</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>19.49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Shift Chiller</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>$105,530</td>
<td>$500,000</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>21.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enthalpy Wheel</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>$71,000</td>
<td>$240,000</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>29.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Lighting &amp; Controls</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>$1,349</td>
<td>$5,225</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>28.43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The project has estimated a 42% reduction in potable water consumption from code and 79% reduction from the water use in the building before the renovation.

---

**Figure 1** HVAC SYSTEM

Each floor’s HVAC system is fed from multiple small vertical risers. This reduced the size of horizontal ductwork feeding chilled beams, fume hoods and required ventilation. Sensible only fan coil units are provided in high load spaces.

**Figure 2** BUILDING WATER USE

79% Reduction in Water Use = 3,071,501 Gallons/Year Saved

---

**Figure 3** ENERGY DATA

A breakdown of fuel use comparing the anticipated use from the energy model and the actual use that has been observed.
Automatic sliding doors reinforce sterile practices while also increasing areas for equipment in the room and visual transparency in the laboratory. Light sensitive microscopy occurs in adjacent enclosed rooms.

A task/ambient approach to lighting was utilized for the laboratory spaces. A custom designed LED task light was developed that directly integrated into the upper shelf of the casework system. The light distribution from the task light was carefully tuned to illuminate only the bench working area and the face of the upper shelves.

Local exhaust devices capture heat and humidity at the source, reducing the need for the room’s HVAC system to mitigate this load.

could be reduced from 80 footcandles to 30 footcandles throughout. The team then developed a custom designed task light with integral vacancy sensor to provide the ability to achieve 80 footcandles at the work surface. Vacancy sensors differ from occupancy sensors in that they do not turn the lights on when they detect motion, they only turn lights off when no motion is detected. In lieu of traditional under counter lighting that can be blocked by equipment the team designed a new fixture to attach to the leading edge of an extended upper shelf, positioned to provide optimal illumination while casting the smallest shadow. This user-controlled fixture is so minimal that the light source is not immediately apparent. Energy-efficient fluorescent lighting and LED options were selected to provide optimal lighting in the research environments while reducing electricity demand of the lighting system.

The task ambient approach was implemented alongside a lighting control system, which actively turns down the ambient lighting when the appropriate amount of daylighting is achieved. Daylighting control is provided
Lessons Learned

Energy optimization begins with a breakdown of energy use noting where energy is coming and going. Elimination of heat rejection while providing heat is a very effective approach. Although building occupants have been found to be happy with the overall performance, feedback on a few areas from facilities operations groups is invaluable in understanding where designs or operational sequences can be improved. A few examples:

- Review performance of energy recovery devices after initial occupancy to ensure operating per design documents. Recent adjustments to the fully commissioned heat shift chiller sequence have reduced energy use approximately 10% from first year operation.
- Select chilled beam heating capacity with higher than typical morning warm-up capacity where significant setbacks are included (reduce recovery time).
- Where people are seated near large glazed areas, ensure perimeter heating is set to operate on cool days (say 55°F and lower) to account for radiant cooling effect of glazing and locate thermostats closer to outside walls.
- Confirm static pressure setpoints have been optimized during initial testing, adjusting and balancing. One system setpoint was reduced 20% from initial commissioned setpoint.
- Review potential draft from chilled beams in small interior offices during heating mode.
- Control discharge air of air-handing units based on dew point to allow supply air temperature reset while maintaining correct humidity needed to maintain dry chilled beams and fan coils.
- Holistic review of automatic lighting setbacks coordinating both task lighting and base room lighting is needed to ensure base lighting levels are maintained in large open laboratories.

Water

With minimal exterior scope, the project concentrated its efforts on internal water use reduction. As one example, the reverse osmosis system for the research labs is collected in a dedicated piping system and directed into two 750 gallon storage tanks in the basement. The water is then filtered, dyed blue (to distinguish it from potable water) and delivered to flushing fixtures throughout the building. This is equivalent to a 62% reduction in potable water used for toilets. Overall, with the greywater system and low-flow plumbing fixtures, the project has estimated a 42% reduction in potable water consumption from code and 79% reduction from the water use in the building before the renovation.

Materials

When considering the overall interior design concepts the design team looked back to some of the concepts that made the building so popular with the original users. This included the use of butt glazed glass partitions for deep penetration of daylighting into the center of the building, natural materials and a fairly simple approach to exposed concrete flooring and exposed ceiling. The first step to achieve this was to remove any hazardous materials that were part of the original construction. This included the removal of asbestos-containing laboratory fume hoods and tabletops; as well as asbestos containing duct sealants.

The ceilings were removed in many of the areas where they had been added, and the existing cast in place concrete waffle slab was once again exposed in the majority of laboratory spaces and painted white (in lieu of the original brown) to allow light to reflect and penetrate deep into the building. The team selected materials with light colors and high reflective values to further perceptions of brightness and augment the lighting strategy. We complemented the minimal loft like spaces by using natural materials such as rapidly renewable cork and rubber flooring, wood doors and shelving (50% of new wood by cost is Forest Stewardship Council certified), and painted accent walls to provide interest and contrast. More than 33% of new materials on the project were manufactured regionally and 20% contain recycled content. In addition, 100% of the adhesives, sealants, paints and coatings are low VOC emitting.

Performance

According to the Labs21 Benchmarking Tool, a high use, biochemistry research lab in Climate Zone 5A uses an average of 304 kBtu/ft² annually. Although the density of the building was doubled, Sherman Fairchild was modeled to use an average of 20% less energy than a typical building at 401 kBtu/ft². Since its opening in 2011, the actual energy use of the building has been closely monitored and has consistently been performing below the modeled expectations. The first year of operation was at 18% less than the model at 327 kBtu/ft² but this has continued to go down as the building has been tuned and optimized.

The electricity has consistently operated at about 30% to 35% less than what was anticipated, piquing an interest of the design team to further delve into the building submeters to better understand the cause of the lower than anticipated use. Additionally, the chilled water use has been consistently less energy than was anticipated, and it currently operates at about half of the modeled load. The building’s steam use was initially higher than the model,
but adjustments to the heat shift chiller in September of 2014 brought that to almost perfect alignment with the model. In the last year, at 260 kBtu/ft² the building has been operating using 48% less energy than the Labs21 average.

Conclusion
The challenges presented for the Sherman Fairchild Biochemistry building renovation created an opportunity to look for novel laboratory designs and innovative solutions surrounding the supporting infrastructure. By focusing on reducing demand, decreasing the size of required infrastructure, shifting toward hydronic-based cooling, and leveraging the latent qualities of the building without sacrificing the needs of the scientists, the designers created a roadmap for the next generation of renovations for laboratory use.
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